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Wrecking
forgotten
garages
Dan Foldes
Staff Writer
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Working on the east side of campus earlier this week, demolition crews discovered one garage packed to the brim with decade-old junk, including
an unclaimed station wagon. The crews were tearing down a series of garages and at least one house, renovating the dirt parking lot on Nevada in
order to start compensating for the parking spots lost to construction elsewhere on campus.

Network retrofit ’07 Teach for America employs
Adrienne Ross
Staff Writer

Jaimie Stevenson
News Editor

Rumors of major computing
upgrades are becoming a reality
on the CC campus. Directors of
Network and Systems Services
Terri Akse and Alan Davis are
currently in the process of completely redesigning the college’s
wired and wireless network for
the 2006-07 school year, a project that, according to Chief Financial Officer Tom Nycum, is
going to cost the college from
$2.9 to $3.7 million.
“Right now, the network
kind of sucks,” Aske said. “We
are using technology for the
early 80s, and as you well know
most buildings are extremely
old—the college needs to have a
good wired connection to have
an efficient wireless one. All of
the systems here are definitely in
need of an upgrade. We need to
re-install just about everything
and put up-to-date technology
in every building.”
The staff at the Information Technology Services (ITS)
Help Desk in the Barnes science building receives daily
complaints about the slowness
and spotty connections of both
student Ethernet and wireless
internet. Equipment failures
are common occurrences. Just

last week an equipment failure
in Mathias dorm prohibited
all CC students from accessing
their email for about six hours.
“Computers age quickly. Devices we purchased in 1999 would
be considered absolutely archaic
now,” Davis said.
In short, the wired and wireless networks share a common
server, so that the wireless network is dependent upon the
utility of the wired system. Socalled equipment failures include problems with grounded
Ethernet ports in dorms and
the library, unreceptive “access
points”—the wireless transmitters located every 15-30 feet in
the residential buildings and
further in academic buildings
where interference is less of a
problem—and intangible failures in “the pit,” where the entire network system computer is
located in the basement of Armstrong Hall.
Even when the access points
function properly, the wired
network’s resources are “exhausted,” said ITS Help Desk
employee Heidi O’Connor.
“[They] cannot sustain a network of 2000 users on technology that is years out of date.”
The most tenable metaphor
O’Connor used to explain the
wireless network is as follows:

Continued on page 2

10 graduates of class ’06
Dan Anthony
Staff Writer

One of the most competitive
and challenging post-graduate
governmental programs, Teach
for America (TFA), may become
the largest employer of ’06 CC
grads.
The program hires young
men and women immediately
after their college graduations,
sending them to teach in the
places most affected by the “education gap.” The program aims
to put passionate and talented

young people to work on one
of the most troublesome problems facing our society: many
children growing up without
the benefit of a good education.
Since so many CC students have
their hearts set on changing the
world, it is perhaps unsurprising that TFA will be one of the
largest, if not the largest, employer of this year’s graduates.
“I think that many of the
same students who are involved
with community service and
non-profits are drawn to Teach

Continued on page 3
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Seniors Becky Sinclair, Samantha Rasmusen, and Lisa Krannichfeld are
among 10 of this year’s graduating seniors to work with Teach for America
in Camden, NJ, East Bay Area, Cal., and Atlanta, GA, respectively.

An opportunity for destruction
attracted nearly 10 angst-filled
students to congregate behind a
garage east of the Nevada parking lot late Monday night. The
students used an aluminum
bat, a yellow-handled axe, and
a twenty-foot metal pole to unleash hell on the garage. Paper
notices, stapled to a split-rail
fence enclosing the structure,
read: “Demolition to Garages is
to Start Tuesday Morning. DO
NOT PARK ALONG FENCE
OR AROUND GARAGES.”
The garages were removed
this week as part of the Nevada
parking lot expansion program,
contracted through Facilities
Services, that will nearly double
the number of spaces at the lot
and “beautify that end of campus,” Director of Facilities Services Gary Reynolds said.
Garage-annihilation started
Monday, May 8 when members
of T.R. Construction’s “Demolition Unit” began to bulldoze
several run-down houses and
garages.
A curious worker opened
one of the garages before it was
destroyed to see if anything was
inside. What lay before his eyes
surprised him: a mountain of
odds and ends, including such
gems as an old Chevy station
wagon with a bumper sticker
that read, “My Boss is a Jewish Carpenter,” several pairs
of ski boots, hand-held radios,
walkie-talkies, oscillating fans,
and mid-nineties magazines.
No one had opened the garage
in the past decade.
As he pointed toward the
half-destroyed garage with rubble spilling out its door, a demolition worker self-identified as
Snake said, “There’s a telephone
line still connected to that one,
so we can’t work on it any more
‘til tomorrow.
“But it’s [definitely] coming
down,” he added.
Snake’s co-worker cacophonously organized the tattered
remains of a nearby house into
a pile with the scooping arm
of a massive bulldozer. At the
same time, a disheveled-looking
couple loaded the back of their
multi-colored El Camino with
random things from the garage.
Snake indicated that all objects
were up for grabs, including a

Continued on page 3
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More circus than sport Letter to Dean Ashley

Punctuality no matter

Film Fest retrospective

Students charismatic about
broomball, despite wavering administrative support.
A truncated version will
continue next year.

In Tanzania, punctuality is
not an issue when community values quality of interactions more than keeping
rigid, scheduled time.

One writer laments audience behavior but lauds film
quality. Another makes light
of the spectacle and lets the
big guy/little gal speak.
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An appeal to keep novelist
Chris Bachelder on board
as English prof. cites necessary sacrifices to be made
for a writer of his caliber.
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Network retrofit calls for millions, beckons patience
Continued from front page
When the grounded campus
network reaches critical mass,
it has trouble communicating a
personal computer’s IP address.
This address is a computer’s
nametag, identifying the computer and allowing it access to
the network.
If the network is as logged
with activity as it has recently
been, many computers’ IP addresses will continue to go
unrecognized by the central
server. Luckily for technologically frustrated students, action
is going to be taken to resolve
these problems by this time next
year.
“We’ve been speaking with
six companies willing to work
with us, and have narrowed it
down to two: Cisco and Foundry Technologies,” Aske said.
“We are already re-designing
the network with both companies. After this is complete we
can wait and see who cuts us a
better deal.” Both Aske and Davis have dedicated a significant
amount of time and energy to

will use 62.63 percent of the
$4,630,000 increase in the 20062007 school year tuition increase. If the network upgrade
costs $3.7 million, the upper
boundary of anticipated cost, it
will use 79.91 percent of the increase.
However, it is extremely unlikely both that all funding for
the upgrades will come from
the difference in tuition, and
that the entire upgrade will be
paid for in one year. The college’s fiscal expenditures are far
more convoluted than this simplification, so the actual impact
of upgrades on tuition increase
cannot be accurately estimated.
“We expect the cost necessary to complete everything we
envision to eventually turn out
a number substantially less than
the 3.7 million dollar quote,”
said Randy Stiles from Information Management at CC. “We
will be able to give students an
accurate figure in a couple of
months when we figure out the
actual plans for financing the
project.”
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Network engineer Alan Davis talks product with coworkers in ITS’s primary server facility in the basement of
Armstrong Hall. Some equipment is so old that replacement parts have become nearly impossible to find.

the planning of the internet upgrade, and are excited to finally
have the “okay” from the college to do it.
Once ITS installs all-new
technology in academic departments and student housing areas, only small upgrades in software will be necessary as time
progresses.
Davis estimated

that these small-scale upgrades
will occur approximately every
four to five years in the future,
and the repair costs will be reduced with a better overall system.
The majority of college funding for these upgrades will come
directly from tuition money, and
the demand for a reliable sys-

tem will play some role in the
tuition increase associated with
the 2006–2007 academic year.
Assuming a CC student body
of 2,000 pays an increase of
$2,315 per year per person, the
college will garner $4,630,000
more from tuition dollars than
this past year. If the network
upgrade costs $2.9 million, it

Broomball a bastion of an institution at CC
Alex Emmons
Staff Writer

On the game of broomball,
sophomore Ben Steiner said,
“It’s where legends are born,
heroes die, and no one ever notices.” The future of broomball is
on the rocks due to Honnen Ice
Rink’s financial circumstances.
“We’re funding at least the level
we did this year [for the next],”
President Richard Celeste said.
“We’re also looking at the possibility of replacing Honnen,
and if so, putting in two sheets
of ice—one for the public, one
for the campus community.
That would allow us to be more
efficient.”
Perhaps nothing describes
the guts and glory of Colorado
College students like an elegant
match between two broomball
teams late in the post-season.
On Tuesday night the Honnen
Ice Center erupted with a deafening clamor as the members
of each team stepped through
the doorway, with shouts of
encouragement and playful debasement for their teammates
and foes, respectively. The
semifinals of the prolific broomball season were here, and the
two teams were ready to duke it
out—thunder zone style.
The two teams were appropriately dressed in a diverse
array of uniforms, all of which
reflected the tenacity of an individual, yet together they united
to battle on clearly divided sides.
The Black & Decker Pecker

Wrecker goalie dawned a onepiece Spiderman outfit; another
wore red sweatpants, a suede
jacket, and white Converse AllStars; another appeared to be a
walking box of MacDonald’s
french fries; and one player
sported a two piece fire-enginered evening suit complete with
a frilled, white tuxedo shirt.
Before the game, Marshall Wallach (Team Inspiration), a fleet-footed freshman
broomball forward, spoke with
The Catalyst and shared his
thoughts on the sport. “It’s an
awesome game, because you
have fun playing it and watching your friends make fools
of themselves,” Wallach said.
Sophomore referee Matt Johnson shared a similar outlook on
broomball. “Everyone seems
to enjoy themselves,” Johnson
said, “and everyone is on time,
ready to play.”
The first of the two semi-final matches scheduled for the
evening gained momentum as
teams hurried to score. Players executed lightning-fast line
changes, and hauled their teammates over the boards with
loving dedication. Both teams
opted to emphasize offense, and
players sprinted and slipped all
over the ice. “It’s an epic battle
between two valiant teams,”
sophomores Jess Jordan and
Kirsten Carlson commented
mid-action.
Team Inspiration scored first
with a one-timer slap shot from
Wallach deep in the slot, but the
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Black & Decker goalie kept his
team in the game with flurries
of saves at a time. At one point
Spiderman dropped to his knees
to make a kick save, couldn’t
control the rebound, and saved
another Inspiration counterattack. The ball fluttered in the air
above his shoulders threatening
to fall back into the net, but at
the last second it deflected off
the crossbar and fell behind the
net, much to Spiderman’s relief.
Midway through the second of two periods, with the
score 1–0 in favor of Inspiration,
Black & Decker forwards connected several beautiful passes
from behind the net to the left
circle and across the slot for a
surprisingly fluid opportunity
to shoot. The Inspiration goalie
made a reflexive kick-save but
could not redirect the rebound
to the boards. Black & Decker
forwards pounced on the loose

Sexual Assault End-of-Year Report
from the Sexual Assault
Response and Prevention
Office
See the CC homepage for the
complete report.
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13
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a wicked slap-shot by the first
Inspiration forward, freshman
Emily Stefan, that stuck the
Black & Decker goalie in his
midsection for the save. Black
& Decker responded with a
goal on the low glove side and
went wild. The next Inspiration
shooter made a great move but
Spiderman came up with a huge
clutch save.
On Black & Decker’s attempt
to seal the deal, the Inspiration
goalie aggressively came out
of the crease to cut down the
angle, make the save, and keep
his team in the race for victory.
The arena then shook as loud
as ever as the last Inspiration
shooter took the ice. Like Teemu
Selanne, the Inspiration shooter
drew the ball across the crease
and tried to flip the ball on the
backhand to the short side, but
Spiderman stuck a toe out and
made the game-winning save.
Everyone shook hands with
smiles on their faces, as Black &
Decker advanced to the championship game.
Even though Tuesday night’s
semifinal was a heart-stopper,
not many fans made it to the
match to cheer on their friends.
Student support and enthusiasm will be imperative to securing a future for broomball. The
2006 Broomball Championship
will begin at 2:45 p.m. on Sunday
afternoon.

Reported recent experience of attempted rape

ball in front of the net and slid it
across the crease to a teammate
waiting on the backdoor; with
a flick of the wrists, he deftly
tucked the ball into the back of
the net to tie the game at one.
Both teams mustered an offensive, but their respective defenses disarmed every advance.
At the end of regulation time
the score remained tied, and the
game headed for OT. Even after
five extra minutes of play, the
teams were still tied.
Each side selected three
shooters and patted their goalies on the head for good luck.
Both teams pounded the boards
and shouted in support of their
respective teammates.
The first Black & Decker
shooter displayed some adroit
stick-handling, but the Inspiration goalie cut her down before
she could muster a solid strike.
The big save was followed by

23
3

Reported current or recent incidents of sexual misconduct

Students filed complaints

6

Chris Benz contributed reporting for this article.

Faculty and staff filed complaints

Filed formal complaints

Reported historical events of sexual misconduct creating difficulties for them

3

Reported recent rape

17
12

On-campus complaints
Off-campus complaints
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Demolition uncovers TFA dominates ’06 grad. employment
lost treasures, junk
Continued from front page

Continued from front page
motorcycle helmet, an electric
griddle, a June 1995 issue of The
Smithsonian, and a classy ceramic plate.
According to Reynolds, the
properties are owned by CC.
He explained that the garages
near the dirt lot have been used
as storage by CC for the past
few years. The garage that contained the car, however, was
being used without permission

by an unknown apartment tenant from a nearby building. “We
didn’t know it was being used,”
said Reynolds.
Snake explained that the car
had within it a temporary registration that expired in 1994.
By Tuesday evening, the Chevy
had been moved out of the garage closer to a student house
on Weber Street, its hood open
for pillaging and its windows
rolled down, exposing the car’s
littered interior to the night’s
rain.
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The stray station wagon, before and after demolition workers extracted it from a misused garage
they destroyed east of the Nevada dirt parking lot
early this week.

For America. The people working for Teach For America really
want to help, and we have many
like that here. Also, a lot of CC
students are used to seeking
challenges and meeting them,”
said Darlene Garcia, Career Coordinator for the Career Center.
The education gap—the
separation in academic achievement between low-income and
high-income students—greatly
limits the opportunities available to millions of Americans.
Many people simply accept this
as an unfortunate fact of life,
but TFA combats this attitude
by combining the idealistic pursuit of equal opportunity with
the realistic acknowledgement
that changing lives requires an
extraordinary amount of hard
work.
“None of my students were
close to reading at grade level.
I teach second grade, and a
handful of them did not even
know their ABC’s. As a class I
set very high expectations for
my students. Nine months later,
I am happy to say that I have
fifteen students reading above
grade level. Hard work and
diligence on my part as well as
the students’ taught me that any
CATALYST/ Jackson Solway
child, regardless of their socioRasmusen, Sinclair, and Krannichfeld are three of ten seniors to
economic background or famwork for Teach for America after they graduate next week.
ily surroundings, can learn and
achieve to the level of standards gest force that pulled me to- “I imagine that the intensely
you set for them,” said current wards Teach For America was compact method of learning
TFA teacher Crystal Johnson the empathy I feel for those stu- on the block plan will give me
(’06).
dents of the low-income schools. an advantage to learning how
Those students preparing I was once one of those students to become a teacher in a mere
to join TFA understand what and I can say first-hand that it 5 weeks, which is the time pea challenge it will be, but they was because of those few teach- riod of training before we are
embrace it. In many of the ers that respired inspiration all hurled into our own classgraduates joinrooms. The idea,
ing TFA, this
I admit, is very
willingness to
The education gap—the separation in acadaunting at first,
engage in an inbut having surdemic
achievement
between
low-income
tense challenge
vived a natural
and high-income students—greatly limits
seems to stem
science major at
from awareness
CC I think it is
the opportunities available to millions of
of the impordoable.”
Americans.
tance of the chalInvolvement
lenge, as well as
with TFA, given
confidence that
the responsibility
onto me that I am where I am toCC has given them the ability to day. I feel that this organization it entails and the large amount
succeed in it.
is the best vehicle to repay other of work required, clearly is not
When asked what attracted students what was given to me the path every graduate wants
her to TFA, graduating senior in my early education years.”
to take. But a certain kind of
and future TFA teacher Lisa
Of her preparation for the person, fueled by idealism and
Krannichfeld said, “The stron- task ahead, Krannichfeld said, holding a large store of energy
and dedication, may find his or
her calling in the program.
“I want to go to law school.
I hope I’ll be able to decide
whether or not law school
is something I truly want to
do. I also hope to find some
core issues to be passionate
about. I hope to come out of
TFA knowledgeable about
the problems with our educational system and eager to
implement solutions to some
of these problems. Most importantly, I hope to leave TFA
knowing that I helped students
both academically and personally,” said senior April Russo,
preparing to join TFA.
This year, 10 CC graduates
will enter the program and
scatter across the country to
devote two or three years to a
school in need of fresh minds
and college-age energy.
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“The Hour We Knew Nothing of Each Other”
Jess Malisow

The absence of speech

Staff Writer

A large square space in Cossitt
is manipulated by three walls of
projections to create changing
contexts. Moving clouds and the
sound of trickling water set the
stage. The ethereal sense of place
invites the audience to relax and
clear their minds. Loud bells
interrupt the moment of peace,
and projections of buildings
replace the sky backdrops.
As the play begins, actors run
across the floor from all different
directions without noticing
one another. Isolated from one
another, a street sweeper, bag
lady, businessman, pregnant
woman, and blind man pass in
the street, so consumed in their
own dramas that their eyes
rarely meet.
Faculty
director
Andrew
Manley’s rendition of “The
Hour We Knew Nothing of
Each Other,” originally written
by Peter Handke, is nothing
short of mesmerizing. The
avant-garde and experimental
play is difficult, as well as ironic
to describe in words since the
entire production is silent.
Handke’s
piece
is
a
commentary on the power of
the unspoken, that which can be
experienced through the eyes,
ears, and heart. In an era that
relies on language to transmit
knowledge, ideas, and feelings,
Handke offers the audience an
opportunity to really listen. The
hour-long play depicts a series
of individuals, heavily guised
by their own personas, as well
as a series of brief and intense
wordless interactions.
Although actors insist that the

intensifies the presence
of the characters,
allowing the audience to
step back from the chaos
of life and tune into
the hidden transcripts
between the collective
body of individuals.
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“The Hour We Knew Nothing of Each Other,” directed by Andrew Manley, uses a bare-bones stage and
actors performing a series of wordless exchanges with the world.
only theme is that of movement
and stillness, the play is latent
with rich symbolism. The
contradictions of the human
experience are expressed by a
businessman who empties his
pockets to discover everything
except that which he is seeking
and a peacock who runs freely
across the stage with a cage
attached to its back.
The absence of speech
intensifies the presence of
the characters, allowing the
audience to step back from the
chaos of life and tune into the
hidden transcripts between the
collective body of individuals.
Watching a woman fumble
through
her
disseminated
briefcase or a girl take the arm
of a blind man amidst the frenzy

of the world is like a wrinkle in
time that captures the emotion
of everyday existence. It is not
until we watch others carelessly
walk through life, completely
unaware of the world around

unhappy. The interactions move
us to remember the time when
we ignored a beggar, left the
scene of an accident, or walked
away from the familiar smile
of a stranger. It is frustrating

The hour-long play depicts a series of individuals,
heavily guised by their own personas, as well as a
series of brief and intense interactions.
them, that we begin to realize
how detached we are from our
own lives.
The characters erect barriers
between themselves and the
world, such as books and cell
phones. An old man fights off
four other elders with his cane,
only to find himself alone and

to observe a girl and boy going
in opposite directions after an
obvious moment of intrigue
and attraction, perhaps never to
meet again.
The play beckons us to ask,
what have we been waiting for?
Where have we been? Life and
connection are everywhere, yet

for some reason we fail to find
meaning in the ordinary, neglect
to see the interconnectedness in
diversity. At the end of the play,
the businessman finally finds
his keys, which he has been
searching for all along, only to
give them away to a girl. A man
pushes a wheelbarrow across
the stage that is overflowing
with masks—a soldier sits down
next to a homeless man under a
tree.
For an instant, time is
suspended. People are still—the
drama of individual scripts
ceases. The fleeting moment
of limbo is interrupted as
characters come to in confusion
and vulnerability. They quickly
gather themselves and hurry
off in their own directions,
uncomfortable
with
the
ambiguity of the experience.
This is how the production
ends—and like the characters,
the audience members also
part ways, but perhaps with a
rejuvenated appreciation for the
fleeting silence of life.

African drumming performance pulls audience to its feet
Will Harrington
Scene Editor

The Colorado College’s African
Drum classes hammered out
their final performance of the
year on Wednesday night, May
10, in the Bemis great hall.
Abdoul Doubia, CC’s African
drumming teacher, beat a single
drum. Clad in blue, he was
flanked by five black-shirted
students on either side. They
watched and waited. Doubia
then stopped and began to clap.
Zack Blaylock tapped his two
drumsticks together and the
audience joined in, clapping in
sync with the two drummers.
The rest of the performers
rumbled in and the show was
underway.
Once the ensemble was in
deep swing, Doubia encouraged
the audience to begin clapping
again.
The
performance
intended to break the performerspectator dichotomy. Whether it
was through clapping, singing,
or dancing, those in the crowd
were expected to contribute.

The drummers—with their
heads down, eyes wide, and arms
thrashing—exuded expressions
of maniacal focus. In accordance
with those around them, they
raised the tempo and beat the
instruments with a ferocious
vigor. Yet when a particularly
intoxicating
interlude
had
passed, the release and joy in
their faces was unmistakable.
After a roar of almost
primordial
singing
and
drumming, the first piece came
to a close with simultaneous
drum beats, punctuated by
Doubia’s periodic chants.
Nearly all the performers
played the Djembe, a single
hand drum that emits a wide
variety of sounds. A few
students punched in with the
Dunun, a similar drum played
with a stick.
The next piece featured a
Senegalese man playing a kora,
a string instrument composed
of a large gourd covered in
cowskin with fishing line
strings. He was joined by four
other drummers and a woman
singer. This piece began slowly,
with the kora musician playing

a lilting tune and the drummers
catching up softly. But little by
little the instruments gathered
momentum,
and
became
louder and louder. The singer
threw her shoulders and head
back—what began as a delicate
melody gradually rose in tempo
to a full-throttled, incessantly
captivating song.
The most conspicuous figure
of the evening was Abdoul
Doubia. The drumming teacher
came from Mali and has been
in the U.S. since 1991. Brown
University first got wind of the
master drummer and brought
him to the states to teach. Since
then he has been at Harvard, the
Rhode Island School of Design,
Connecticut College, and, of
course, CC. He now lives in
Boulder but continues to travel
the globe teaching. “Tomorrow
I leave for Honolulu,” he said.
“West African Drumming has
grown so much. It has grown
through America, through
Africa, and even gone as far as
Japan.”
Doubia’s life as a traveling
teacher speaks volumes about
a core value he embraces in
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Performers play the Djembe, a hand drum with sonic versatility.
drumming: “Drumming is not
something for Africans, it’s not
something for Americans—it’s
something simply for humans,”
he said.
And as Bemis filled with
clumsy children, students, and
elderly adults, many people
lining the walls for a better
view, it was obvious that the
drumming spoke to all.
Before the final piece, Zack
Blaylock, Doubia’s teaching

assistant, warned the crowd
that this would be its last
chance to dance. Within
seconds, people flooded the
space before the stage. The
booming drums again created
a visceral correspondence with
the audience. The drumming
called them to the floor; and,
with hands thrown high, they
called back.
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Debauchery,
confusion, and
poor taste: The
Film Festival.
Sentimentalism
at no additional
charge.

known as El Cinco De
On Friday May 5,otherwise
Mayo, le cinquieme de mai, or das

Funtfel von kann, The Film Festival finally arrived in Colorado Springs at
Armstrong Hall after its extensive tour around the Canary Islands. This
year’s festival featured 24 films, and one thing is for sure—the selection
is growing. Fifty students submitted their movies this year, far exceeding
last year’s submissions.
This year’s event was an extravaganza; it gave the Golden Globes and the
Darwin Awards a run for their respective monies. All of CC’s rising stars,
directors, camera-people, boom-boys and girls, and producers were there,
along with an equally impressive swarm of paparazzi—apparently, there
was even a Joan Rivers sighting. Back in action this year was CC’s very
own red carpet. “We were very excited about it—the carpet that is,” said
student film and comic buff Daniel T. Boron-Brenner.
The Catalyst caught up with Mimi Cave, a fantastic dancer, winner of Best
Picture, and the brains behind the production. When asked to comment on
this year’s syuzhet and how she thought the event stood up to those in
the past, she commented, “This year, we saw a lot of style . . . Much more
versatility, and you know, I think everyone won: the school, the students,
Hollywood, the actual winners of awards, and definitely Dick Celeste.”
Mimi’s film is generally agreed to be one of the best, but there were other
winners as well. The funniest picture was a tie between “Emancipation”
and “The Lumberjack Shuffle.” The Second Best Picture award went to
“Heavy Breather,” Best Documentary went to Ross
Palmer, and Sam Cornwall won the Presidential
Award for his film “Gum.”
Malcolm Murray was this year’s winner of the
Watson Grant, an avid bird-watcher and co-chair
of the festivities. When asked what set this year’s
event apart from previous festivals, Murray told
our reporters in broken Swahili, “This year’s film
festival was better run—no technical problems, 8
percent more sober awards presenters, and fewer
and more meaningful awards.” Murray put all
of the movies on a DVD for the program, which
ensured that the program ran more smoothly than
last year.
Despite the technical improvements that were
made to the film festival, many people were upset
by portions of the audience. Often the audience was so drunk and loud
that people couldn’t hear the audio, and many students thought that the
drunk freshmen in the balcony should be excommunicated, tarred, and
feathered. Continuous yelling of unintelligible exclamations disrupted
the festivities, a few diehards tried to play dodgeball during the show,
and patches of smoke rose from random groups of potheads.
In many ways, the film festival was greater-than-or-equal-to as annoying
as last year, but it was not due to lack of quality movies. How can a film
festival fail when Dick Celeste appears in drag riding a segway? What
about the French host and the golden harpies? And the after party with
five or six screens and one pretty awesome DJ? Let’s be honest: It could
have gotten a lot worse. And at the least, the majority of the student body
had a shoe-shakin’ good time and got drunker than ever before.

Colorado College
International Film Fest
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Make the best of the summer ABC’s
Let’s get the party started!
Advice for the unknowing, ungrateful summer
school student is to be creative—open doors and
tudents rejoice as classes recede and expand horizons. Summer is the perfect time to
summer approaches. A time for barbeques, break out of the CC bubble that ensnares daily life
thunderstorms, skinny dipping, and outdoor from September to May. Go to the ARC, purchase
a cheap form of transportation (bicycles and
adventures—summer doesn’t get any better.
Unfortunately for those who must spend part rollerblades work well), and explore this seemingly
of their precious summer in school, sweating less-than-ideal city. There are diamonds in the
over boring textbooks looms ahead while so- rough, such as legends of raging waterfalls under
highway bridges and
called friends relax
beautiful parks in the
on family vacations in
exotic regions around Summer is the perfect time to break middle of urban sprawl.
And don’t be afraid to
the world. Summer and
make new friends.
out
of
the
CC
bubble
that
ensnares
school are as awkward
Finally, other CC
a pair as hippies and
summer school students
daily life from September to May.
Texas.
will turn out to be a
Wait a second. The
saving grace. While
summer blocks do not
attendance
is
sparse,
the
few and the proud can
have to cast a shadow over a sunny summer.
throw
one
heck
of
a
party.
In the summer, cares
In fact, summer school at CC can be one of the
slip
away
like
rings
off
a
soapy
finger—nobody
best experiences of college life. Summer offers
the outgoing college student many exciting minds if parties last all night and students rage
journeys, if one knows where to look. Many local on the roof, or if streakers occasionally flash by. If
authorities believe college students have vacated students want to sleep out in the quad under the
campus, professors know students would rather stars, let them.
Don’t dread the upcoming ABC blocks. Pump
be outside, and the campus is practically empty at
up
for them and get ready for one heck of a ride.
all times of day and night.

Mike Foley
Guest Writer

S
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President of the United Republic of Tanzania Jakaya Kikwete turned
up an hour late for his speech at a university in Tanzania, demonstrating how little punctuality matters in Tanzania.

Appreciating
“Africa time”
Zach Rosen
Staff Writer

W

alking hurriedly down the road and periodically checking
the digital clock on my cell phone, I made my way toward
the massive engineering building on campus. President of the
United Republic of Tanzania Jakaya Kikwete was scheduled to
speak at the university that day. I kept a good pace—my priority
was punctuality—and when I finally arrived, I knew I was in the
right place. A giant stage sat before me, ceremoniously adorned
with flowing banners of yellow, green, and blue, the colors of the
Tanzania flag. Surrounding the stage was a multitude of plastic
chairs, many of them still empty as the majority of the crowd had
not yet arrived.
I breathed a sigh of relief; I was early. After finding a comfortable
spot in view of the stage, I watched the audience of students,
professors, and community members slowly but surely trickle in to
fill the chairs until none remained, leaving many people standing.
Eventually, President Kikwete’s scheduled hour of arrival
came, although he did not. A brass band played in his absence
and traditional dancers shook to the beat of a collection of drums.
I glanced around, noticing that nobody around me seemed even
slightly surprised or concerned about the tardiness our honored
guest. All of a sudden, the reason came to me—Africa time.
Africa time is the light-hearted cultural refusal to be owned or
constrained in any way by the concept of time. It’s a running joke in
Tanzania that if you have a meeting with a friend, you better add at
least an hour to the meeting time or else you’ll never see each other.
More value is placed on relationships than on punctuality.
Africa time is derived from the age-old African philosophy of
Ubuntu, which is described as humanness. As the old Zulu proverb
suggests, “A person is a person through other persons.” When
people meet on the street, they exchange more than just nods of
recognition; they inquire about and freely share family news amidst
never-ending handshakes. If you are ever lost, not only will most
people be glad to share directions, but they will escort you as far
as possible toward your destination. The doors of homes are open
regardless of size—family and friends are always welcomed and
served. People are willing to share what they have, even if it isn’t
much by Western standards.

When people meet on the street, they exchange
more than just nods of recognition; they inquire
about and freely share family news amidst neverending handshakes.
I’ve learned the hard way about Africa time through failed
meetings with friends; I’ve met many great people on the street and
on public transportation; I’ve gotten lost and been shown the way,
and shown the way to someone else; I’ve seen countless relatives of
my Tanzanian family pass through our house, often staying for long
periods. It’s commendable to live life with a more relaxed attitude,
knowing that you still care about those around you. People in the
United States are so busy that they often overlook those who matter
to them. By slowing down what’s happening around you, you have
the potential to appreciate more of it.
As I stood there in the crowd anxiously waiting for the President,
Africa time seemed to make sense. Sure enough, roughly one hour
after he was set to appear, the audience welcomed the unmistakable
sights and sounds of a presidential motorcade and the chaos that
goes along with it. Two motorcycles led the way for President
Kikwete’s car, closely followed by two large black SUVs.
The guest of honor had finally arrived. Here in Tanzania, he’s
right on time.

In Ink:

First issue of poetry publication distributed this week

Tyler Adam
Staff Writer

A

sixth literary outlet for
students is now available
on campus. This week In Ink,
the first ever Colorado College
publication dedicated entirely
to poetry, came into circulation
after a year of anticipation. The
37-page booklet of student,
faculty, and alumni poetry owes
its existence to the hard work
and dedication of sophomore
Jena Winberry and the CC
Poetry Club.
At the beginning of this
academic year, Winberry and
sophomore Wiley Rogers began
their mission to inspire a poetry
movement on campus. Their
passion for both performance
and written poetry initiated the
ambition to create a poetry club.
Winberry explained that her
and Rogers’s goal for the club
is to dispel the “roses are red,
violets are blue” misconception
of poetry and expose the art
form’s true creative value.
The Poetry Club picked up
speed during third block, with
help from faculty advisor Jane
Hilberry. They began with an
attendance of approximately
25 students, who met every
Wednesday night to enjoy, read,
and critique poetry. Winberry
and Rogers also decided to
organize one poetry performance
and one publication of poetry
each semester. Rogers, a
magnanimous poetry slammer,
took charge of organizing two
slam poetry events. Both were a
phenomenal success—oversold,
enthralling, and action-packed.
Though Winberry was unable
to organize content and raise
sufficient funds to publish In
Ink during the first semester, the
collection of poetry has finally
been printed and distributed
throughout
the
campus.
Publication was eventually
made possible through funds

Courtesy of Alexandra Owens

raised in the two poetry slams,
in addition to monetary support
from CCCA.
Winberry explained that
although there are other venues
at Colorado College where
poetry can be printed, currently
existing CC publications have
other focuses. “I personally
think that this campus has
overlooked poetry,” she said.
“[I] wanted a publication
that would bring a variety of

CATALYST/ Jackson Solway

voices from all different levels,”
Winberry added. She compiled
poetry from faculty, published
alumni, and students of all
levels of experience.
According to Winberry, the
purpose of In Ink is to publish
scholarly work that is both
entertaining and stylistically
complex. Winberry received
numerous submissions, all
of which were subjected to a
rigorous screening process in
order to determine which pieces
would be printed.
For those that would like to be
involved, the Poetry Club meets
on Wednesday nights and the
location for next year is to be
determined. Winberry stated,
“We encourage everyone to
come, whether have poetry [to
read] or just want to listen.”
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Public sex on campus a dare for some, a hobby for others
Jess Malisow
Staff Writer

S

hortly before midnight the janitor
makes his rounds through Tutt library.
As he executes his usual nightly sweep,
he catches a glimpse of rapid movement
in the Lincoln room—something unusual,
something naughty; very, very naughty.
His eyes meet two fleshy figures playing
hide the snake in the grass.
From dorm lounges to public
bathrooms to the occasional romp in
a tree, CC students never fail to push
the boundaries of acceptable bumping.
Two juniors made it a romantic goal to
christen every bathroom on campus as a
testament of their unrestrained love—or
something to tell the grandchildren. Jack
Kerouac once said;,“Boys and girls in
America have such a sad time together;
sophistication demands that they submit
to sex immediately without proper
preliminary talk. No courting talk—just
real straight talk about souls, for life is
holy and every moment is precious.”
Apparently, CC students understand the
value of living in the moment, as well as
getting served.
In case the sex jive isn’t obvious,
public fornication is the issue on the
table. The theatrics of the quickie are so
commonplace that people have begun to
mistake whoopee makers for hopping
mad dogs and the legs of innocent
bystanders.
A further example that the fandango
of primal urge really does exist upon
these prestigious grounds: what is the
probability of three boys and three girls,
on the football field, on the same night,

at the same hour, remaining unaware of
the other couples’ presence? Sources say
7.3 percent.
Are all CC students trying to be porn
stars? Maybe, but what’s the big deal? The
big deal is that these intense and fleeting
exchanges of pleasure and passion
either go unnoticed or undisturbed. An
overwhelming majority of CC students
have personal or vicarious experiences
making a public spectacle of passing the
baton in a two-person relay.
Common stories cycle through the
generations and are on their way to kama
sutra folklore, like the guy who froze his
buttocks to the rail of the fire escape while
surrendering to his and his girlfriends’
inner burning. Or the couple that awoke
on the stage of Shove Chapel to the
blasting of the organ and the procession
of a funeral. Perhaps the most infamous
act of copulation occurred in 2002, when
a couple Jackson Pollock-ed a large piece
of poster paper with colorful paints and
inventive gyrations, and displayed it in
Worner for a week. The masterpiece was
seen by all but the true process behind
the painting was known only by a few.
The majority of indecent exposure
accounts by CC students involve a happy
and otherwise healthy couple. These are
not twisted cries for attention but rather
proud expressions of the spontaneity and
vivacity of young love, something that
we could all be reminded of from time to
time. The playfulness of these acts is not
a major threat to the community nor to
security. One security guard remarked,
“It’s not like an epidemic.” Security also
commented that this hanky-panky has
been going on for years, and is no more
problematic than it was during the wave

of hedonism in the 1960s.
Perhaps the academic pressures of
the block plan reconnect us with our
animalistic instincts through these acts
of impulse amidst the confinement of
rationality and discipline. Whatever the

motivation, we are living in a time in
which life mimics art and the profane
is becoming sacred. The reign of virgin
seats, benches, and shower stalls may be
on its last leg.
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Farewell, Chris

Bachelder of English dept. to leave CC for Massachusetts
Alex Emmons
Staff Writer

A

ssistant Professor of English Chris Bachelder will leave CC at the end of eighth
block to teach at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst. Bachelder hopes to
continue to pursue his writing career, assist other young writers in honing their craft,
and exemplify the role of a new father (his wife, former CC Professor Jenn Habel, gave
birth to their first child last summer, a daughter named Alice). In his past three years at
CC, Bachelder successfully maintained daily routines that consisted of teaching fiction
writing, senior seminars, senior projects, and literature courses; and published two
novels, Bear v. Shark and U.S.!: A Novel. Below, students share comments to honor the
man who uniquely influenced their college experiences.
*Laura Dudnick contributed reporting for this article.
CATALYST/ Nick Waggoner

Quotes on Chris
“His work is really insightful about the state of our nation. His sense of humor is distinct, and he finds new ways to poke fun
at the ridiculousness of American consumerism and advertising, among other things, in his books. It’s been really great to
work with someone who has such a firm grasp on the writing craft.”
Senior Jeanine Stewart
“His approach to teaching fostered mutual respect and a need for self-discipline in his students; his classroom always seemed
to be a smart place. He was genuine, a little shy, and put care into doing his work—educating. Best of luck to him and his
family in the future.”
Senior Ingrid Lassleben
“Chris’s relaxed teaching style and ability to incorporate humor into class discussions made me look forward. Further, his
ability to write made his response to my work incite a particular and visceral response. I was either really flattered or really
motivated to impress him with harder work and more participation.”
Senior Kathleen Joyce
“Chris Bachelder is like the father I always wanted to have sex with.”
Senior Max Gellar
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Ultimate fighter trains body, soul

Junior Nick Setrakian earns year-long contract, attributes inspiration to his sister
Chris Benz
Sports Editor

The pad thudded against the
garage door when the bodies
hit. Junior Nick Setrakian and
his opponent rolled away, still
grappling, and Setrakian rocked
onto his back, kept his opponent
between his legs, and lifted
them to pin his opponent’s
arms in his thighs. He hooked
his legs around the man’s neck
and squeezed. His opponent
saw white stars popping, then
tapped out.
Setrakian carries his muscles
with grace, just as he camouflages
articulate speech with casual
California rhythm. One of the
most gentle men on campus, he
plans to teach after he graduates,
and recently stopped mentoring
at East Middle School. He didn’t
have time this semester. He had
to train to fight.
Setrakian practices Mixed
Martial Arts (MMA), also
called ultimate fighting. It’s a
sport defined not by what is
allowed but by what isn’t: eye
gouging, biting, fishhooking,
and strikes to the spinal cord
are the main faux pas. Except
for a few actions, any move is
legal—which leaves room for a
lot of possibilities. Combatants
shift from kickboxing to jiujitsu to wrestling. In a split
second a fighter assesses his
contorted
position,
flashes
mentally through the possible
moves from that position and
the vulnerabilities those moves
might expose, and strikes.
“It’s hard to describe if you
haven’t seen it,” said coach
Drew Lawrence. “It’s definitely
an art form.”
It’s an art form Setrakian
excels at. He started as an
amateur at the end of his
sophomore year, and a promoter
has already offered him a yearlong professional contract: 6–8
fights for $50,000, with bonuses
for wins. He remains undecided.
“I’m holdin’ off cause I’d like
to get more experience,” said
Setrakian.
He
sacrifices
to
learn.
Depending on his work load,
Nick trains from 11:30 to 12:00
with live fighting, returns for
optional cardio in the afternoon

(“when the weather’s nice we
do outdoor workouts, with
sandbags and tires and stuff”),
and has organized training in
the evenings.
“I like sparring with him,” said
teammate Hector Hernandez.
“He never holds anything back.”
More importantly, Hernandez
added, “He’s dependable. He’ll
do anything for you. He’s one of
the politest guys I know.”
Setrakian’s
friend
Elliot
Watson agreed: “Outside the
ring, he’s one of the nicest,
friendliest guys you’ll ever meet.
But you don’t want to tussle
with him inside that cage.”
In his first amateur match,
Setrakian pounded his opponent
for two rounds until the man
tapped out. When Watson left,
he noticed Setrakian’s opponent
vomiting into a trash can as an
ambulance showed up.
Setrakian’s father Rob also
watched a match, and said that
although he’d never seen a fight
before, he felt relaxed. “I wasn’t
nervous at all, no,” he said.
“Compared to the other stuff
I’ve helped him with through
the years, organized fights are a
piece of cake.”
Setrakian started training
early. “I didn’t get into fights in
school until the fourth or fifth
grade, when kids start pushing
the limits,” he said. Setrakian’s
school was predominately white,
which became problematic. “I
got into a lot of fights over kids
saying racial stuff,” he said.
“It’s like I was living in the
[principal’s] office.”
Setrakian fought outside of
school as well. He had bonded
closely with an older friend up
the street, Wesly Thomas (who
is now a professional boxer).
They boxed in the backyard
with old Everlast gloves and an
egg timer set to three minutes.
“We used to beat each other up
pretty bad,” Setrakian said.
Setrakian’s
best
friend,
however, was his younger
sister, Sofi. “My sister and I are
real close,” he said. “She’s wise
beyond her years.”
“We
went
everywhere
together,” his sister said.
Setrakian’s self-image drew
him to deeper trouble. “I was
always concerned with being

a tough guy,” he said, “I was
trying to gain acceptance
through being tough, hanging
with the older crowd.” By the
sixth grade, he was on probation
for the first time, for a fight over
a girl.
“He always wanted to be
bolder, bigger,” recounted Rob
Setrakian.
“I started sagging my pants,
started embracing a gangsta rap
image, started embracing my
blackness,” said Setrakian. “Part
of that was being tough. I started
using drugs and drinking–I
was experimenting with things
pretty early on.”
“By the time I was a freshman
[in high school], I had taken most
of the drugs that high school
students have access to,” he said.
“I wasn’t just doing drugs to be
cool anymore. I enjoyed being
high.” Setrakian joined football
and wrestling, and enjoyed
them, but when the season was
over, he fell back into partying.
He got As in easy courses and
took everything from ecstasy
to LSD between classes. “I was
tearing myself up with drugs,”
he said, “sinking more and more
into this downward spiral. I had
created this persona and it was
hard to escape.”
Setrakian was risking his life.
He shuffled around charter
schools and independent study
schools during his freshman
and sophomore years, and
his routine risks became
increasingly dangerous. “I was
fighting more often, and there
were weapons involved, and
lots of dudes at a time,” he said.
Hanging with an older crowd
meant that if he tried to get $10
back from a thug, the thug could
be 28 and from San Quentin.
“We just tried to keep him
alive,” said his father. “We
always had faith in him, and
kept him from being swallowed
up by the system.”
Each time he went into a
program or correction center, he
cleaned up quickly. His father
said, “Any time he was in a
program, all the staff members
just thought the world of him.
He was polite, nice. He stood
up for his friends.” But upon
release, he dug up more trouble.
He eventually found himself
serving an eight-month sentence
at a residential treatment center
in Utah.
His sister, Sofi, ended up
being his salvation. He was three
months into his sentence and
clean again when he received a
phone call. Rob said it brought
him to his senses: “When Sofi
was diagnosed with a brain
tumor, he kind of got it.”
“It was a shock to the system,”
said Setrakian. His sister’s
illness and his helplessness
against it shed light on his own
actions. “It made me realize
how selfish I’d been,” he said. “I
was putting myself in danger all
the time . . . I realized what I was
putting my family through.”
Sofi affirmed, “It sucked
having him gone. I had to have a
brain surgery, and he was gone,

Photos by Nick Waggoner

so I had to tell him over the
phone, and he had to request to
come visit me for a week.”
The request was a test of
willpower. “I was physically
addicted,” Setrakian said. “At
that point, I knew I wanted to
stop.”
He had to earn a week
vacation to see Sofi before her
surgery, a 15-hour operation
near her cerebellum. It would
be a “50/50 sort of surgery,” so
Setrakian was anxious to see her
first. Sofi said, “He pulled his act
together for me. He needed to
do special things to visit me for
a week, and he did. That’s how I
knew he cared about me.”
It was a bittersweet week for
Setrakian. “The first couple of
days were kind of intense,” he
said. The family was together,
and concentrating on what
might have been last days
together. “All you can do is be
positive and have fun. But in
the back of my mind, I knew
this operation was coming up. It
was a super-risky kinda deal. I
remember just cruising around
San Francisco with Sof, having
a good time. I just wanted to be
there for her.”
“I had spent my whole
life trying to be a tough guy,
stopped crying when I was ten,
and to see how tough she was, I
had to realize that I wasn’t that
tough. She’s real tough. During
the surgery–it was the defining
moment for me,” he said. “My
sister got me through it. She
made my struggle look pretty
ridiculous.”
Sofi survived. She is “all
there,” in her brother’s words,
and she is regaining her fine
motor skills. “She doesn’t let on

at all what it’s like to be learning
all that again,” says Setrakian.
“Sofi got sick and saved Nick’s
life,” said his father.
Setrakian began a lot of
volunteer work and got a job
at the justice department as a
peer counselor. “I want to work
with kids that are having the
same kind of problem I was,” he
explained.
During a year at boarding
school to raise his grades, he
met a wrestling coach who
ushered him into MMA fighting,
something that Setrakian had
followed since its inception.
Now Setrakian trains in
Colorado Springs, up to three
times a day, 3-5 days a week.
In the month long lead-up to a
fight, he trains even more.
“He’s a super athlete, and
so enthusiastic to be here,”
said Tori Adams, an Olympic
wrestler who trains with the
men. “Being a girl, some guys
can be jerks, and just flip you
with their strength. Nick doesn’t
muscle anything–he just uses
technique.”
His
family
is
proud,
although they may not entirely
understand. Now, if his parents
flip past a fight on TV late at
night, they watch. Sofi tells boys
that her brother is training as
an ultimate fighter. “I think it’s
cool,” she says.
Setrakian’s coach believes
that if Setrakian stays for the
summer, he will be ready for
professional fights by May or
June of 2007. That might not
happen. Setrakian plans to
return to California.
Sofi will be waiting.
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SOFTBALL
Women’s lacrosse scores in
CHAMPIONSHIPS overtime for spectacular win

Conquistador Rex defeats The
Perpetual Sucking of Adam, 12-2 Team to travel to New York for NCAA Division III Tournament
Hailey Eck
Guest Writer

CATALYST/ Oliver Parini

Turner Resor
Staff Writer

Senior
Spencer
Gordon
cartwheeled through home base
Monday after hitting the homer
that ended the IM softball
season. His cartwheel marked
Conquistador Rex’s 12th run,
calling in the mercy rule against
their longtime nemesis The
Perpetual Sucking of Adam
(who had scored only twice),
and concurrently clocking
teammate
junior
Sarah
Hoeynck in the face.
“It’s not a game
until someone bleeds
on home plate,” said
Gordon, noting the
team’s concern for
Hoeynck,
whose
bleeding did not stop
until hours later in the
hospital.
In the fashion
of
all
great
conquistadors,
Gordon
and
his
cohorts
came to the
game Monday
trained
and
prepared to dominate. “We’ve
been working all season
scouting,” said Gordon. “We
knew every single one of their
plays backwards and forwards.”

Gordon had one of his stronger
games Monday, hitting a 3-run
homer, a standup double, and a
2-run double.
Strong leadership reinforced
the team’s organization. Junior
Robert
Snowden
held
“a
very
authoritative
edge,” while junior
Dan Boron-Brenner
“was the glue that
held us together.”
The
team’s
performance
was
even
m o r e
remarkable
due to their loss of
Ian Jacobs, who was
a valuable fielder
until a fly ball mishap
left him with a metal
plate in his head.
The
team
celebrated the game
by visiting Hoeynck
at the hospital, where
they reminded her
of her newfound
immortality. “El
Pomar
will
always hold a special place on
the wall of victory for us,” said
Gordon.

CC frisbee crushes Air Force
Turner Resor
Staff Writer

Their caked legs shifted with anticipation as their voices eagerly
called out the words to their signature “sloppy” pre-game chant.
It was the CC men’s frisbee team’s last game of the year, and their
pride was on the line.
Earlier this semester, the Wasabi were badly defeated by the Air
Force Academy, opponents that have been both rivals and friends
over the years. This past Sunday, they met the Force here at CC
with a chance to make things right.
“We wanted to play a game to 9, and get a chance to take our
pride back,” said sophomore co-captain Zachary Kauffman. Wasabi
was successful and regained their honor with a 9–3 or 9–4 victory
(no one on the team was quite sure).
After the end of the game, the two teams felt that they had not
had quite enough and decided to continue with a mixed-school
scrimmage. “These guys are great,” said Kauffman. “We played
good ultimate without worrying about winning or losing.”
“This is the last team I will ever play on and I’ll miss them,”
said senior Max Geller. He noted that the season was particularly
successful because “we didn’t get caught shoplifting.”

“They’re going to want it,
because we stole the game
from them last year,” said
captain Jackie Russell about the
State University of New York,
Cortland women’s lacrosse
team.
During the 2005 Women’s
Lacrosse NCAA Division III
Tournament, SUNY Cortland
came west to battle Colorado
College for a spot in the Final
Four. The Lady Tigers were
down all game until Cassie Abel
scored with 2:49 left to tie it up.
CC cashed in during overtime,
with goals by both Hannah
Murtaugh and Abel leading
to the win. SUNY Cortland
avenged last year’s overtime
loss to the Tigers, with a 145 blowout, at the 2006 Heron
Draw.
Since then, the CC women’s
lacrosse team has developed and
solidified. This past Sunday, May
7, the Lady Tigers earned their
5th straight NCAA appearance

against Endicott College in
Beverly, Massachusetts.
Down 3–9 at halftime, the
players refocused and began to
work together. Commenting on
the team’s strategy, Assistant
Coach Kirsten Harlow said,
“We’re starting to recognize
how to utilize each person’s
individual
talents.
We’re
capitalizing on our strengths.”
They did so in the second half
of the Endicott game. Defense
played
aggressively—senior
Alana Dalton, goalie and
captain for the Tigers, only had
to make two saves the entire
half. Endicott’s goalie was not
so lucky.
The CC players’ dominant
possession of the ball allowed
the attackers to do their job—
score—and freshman attacker
Alexa
Dougherty
assisted
junior Kate Fitzgerald for the
tying goal. With 30 seconds left,
senior midfielder Helen Sneath
tallied the game-winning goal.
This victory qualified the Tigers
for a spot in the Sweet Sixteen.
Going into the 1st round

game, Head Coach Susan Stuart
had been confidant. “Player to
player, we outmatch Endicott.
We’re a stronger all-around
bunch.”
Members of the women’s
lacrosse team are psyched. They
will be taking a chartered jet,
paid for by the NCAA, to their
game against SUNY Cortland
on Saturday.
Senior Steph Peters believes
that “we can definitely go
further this year [than in past
years] if we get the fire . . . to
quote Powell, ‘you gotta want
it’.”
Sophomore Amanda Howard
added, “We’ve really matured
as players, mentally.”
“I feel like at the beginning of
the season, it was like a first date.
We were just getting to know
each other,” Peters laughed.
Now that the Colorado
College women’s lacrosse team
is going steady, will they last in
the NCAA tournament? With
their talent and leadership, the
future looks promising.
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Above, junior Kate Fitzgerald attacks during women’s lacrosse practice. To advance in the NCAA Division III
Tournament, the Lady Tigers will travel to New York to play SUNY Cortland this weekend. Above top, juniors
Dan Boron-Brenner and Sarah Hoeynck celebrate after winning the intramural softball championship last
Monday, May 8. Shortly afterwards, senior teammate Spencer Gordon smashed into her. Above left, junior
Cary Retlin runs around the bases while keeping an eye on the ball and sporting a new ‘do.
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In the aftermath of the
Colorado College International
Film Fest 2006, much of the
campus
sentiment
about
the
event’s
organization,
the films shown, and the
audience’s behavior at the fest
manifested as disappointment
and
embarrassment.
The event was seen by many
as an over-hyped pet project
of a select group of students,
and exposed some glaringly
embarrassing truths about
CC and its arts scene. The fest
was dominated by films that
reflected little more than the
filmmakers’ sense of entitlement
and arrogance—two traits that
run rampant on CC campus.
Some of the filmmakers and
the judges selecting the films
to show perhaps should have
thought a little bit more about
what the word film means.
These middle-brow, clichéd,
beginning-filmmaking
films
reinforced the kind of art that
is often made on this campus
and often over-represented
and recognized unnecessarily.
Perhaps more insulting and
demeaning to the audience
were the “art films,” almost
all of which were half-baked
notions and hip art-house
conventions that have been done
over and over by pretentious
college students with cameras.
The fact that the audience is
supposed to sit there and lap up
this garbage is an insult not just
to Colorado College students,
but to film in general. Pointing a
camera at someone’s face while
they squirm unknowingly is not

Core Values

(of the Administration’s
bottom line)
Nathan Rouse
Opinions Editor

The second and seventh CC
Core Values are, respectively,
to “value all persons and seek
to learn from their diverse
experiences and perspectives”
and “seek excellence, constantly
assessing our policies and
programs” (as stated in The
Pathfinder).
Judging
from
Colorado
College’s
recent
actions regarding on-campus
parking fees, it has failed
to respect these behavioral
standards: Richard Celeste’s
decision to charge the lowest
paid employees money to park
at their workplace is negligent
of these values.
In an April 17 letter to the
campus community, Celeste
outlined the budgetary plan
that the school will use to
counteract its failure to provide

for parking costs as a necessary
component if its construction of
the Cornerstone Arts building.
Employees who earn less than
$25,000/year will pay $150/year
to park on campus, those with
salaries $25,000-$50,000 will pay
$225, and $50,000+ employees
and students will pay $300.
This resolution arrives on the
heels of heavy vocal and written
criticism from members of the
staff. On March 6, at a schoolsponsored forum to discuss
parking
fees,
participants
recurrently
expressed
dissatisfaction with steps toward
charging the support staff to
park. Three weeks later, in a
March 30 memo from the Staff
Council to President Celeste
and Vice President of Business
Richard Nycum, members of
the Council expressed concerns
about moves made by CC in
its implementation of parking
costs: “We strongly object to the

making
a
film,
but
actually doing a kind of spiritual
and individual injustice to that
person. Appropriating some
old footage and overlaying
hipster music on it isn’t film.
And sitting on your bed
shirtless with a sideways visor
waxing philosophic isn’t film
either. Maybe you should be an
activist or go live in the woods,
but you definitely shouldn’t be
disgracing the art of filmmaking.
Some of the audience’s
behavior—drunkenness
and
heckling—proved that plenty of
CC students cannot sit quietly
in a room and appreciate films.
At times during the fest, Taylor
Theatre resembled an out-ofcontrol frat party more than
a film showing. The films’
responses had more to do
with who the filmmaker was
than any aesthetic or thematic

c o n s i d e r a t i o n s , referential and unspectacular.
Perhaps the venue for serious
and in that way
the event became a films shouldn’t just be another
high
school-esque excuse to get drunk. There
popularity
contest, has to be an outlet for serious
as many attendees of the creative expression through film
event responded only to seeing that is not mediated through
pretension and
their
friends
exclusivity,
on
screen.
and at the
All
this The oligarchy
same time not
would not be of the middle ground
kitsch
and
half as bad had
clichéd. Film
the film fest was only more obnoxa powerful
not taken itself
ious in this year’s fest, is
and
almost
so
seriously.
dangerous
Yet the nature obscuring an art scene
medium in that
of how it was
promoted and at CC that has the
it
“captures
executed—the potential to be vibrant, life” in a direct
way
and
formal
attire,
thereby
can
the VIP section, alive, and relevant,
be convincing
the
security
rather than
to the point
team—was
of
trickery,
one of self- self-reverential and
importance
of
illusion.
The fact is,
and
elitism. unspectacular.
the
camera
This oligarchy
of the middle ground was does lie sometimes, or at least
only more obnoxious in this does not tell the truth. I would
year’s fest, obscuring an urge next year’s filmmakers
art scene at CC that has the and organizers of the fest to
potential to be vibrant, alive, keep this in mind, so CC can
and relevant, rather than self- have a film fest to be proud of.

Out there, the cube will eat me
Hayden Simmons
Guest Writer

Well, graduation is upon us, and
once again I’m not graduating.
But this time, I’m a little bit less
jealous. As all my fellow winter
starts have caught up, I’m
still on pace to graduate next
December, giving me an extra
semester of bubblicious campus
life. Meanwhile, my friends
all get a jump-start on life in a
cube.
The cube won’t come right
away, of course. They’ll each
return home, likely stinking
up their chosen transportation
methods with the aftershock
of
graduation
week’s
debaucheries. Upon arrival,
they’ll collect checks from
grandmas and aunts and uncles,
and stave off reality for at least
six months. Either they’ll travel
the world, as outlined by the
Lonely Planet, or move to some
hippy haven where they can
further evolve their slovenly
ways: Telluride, Jackson, and
increasingly San Francisco. More
than likely blowing it all on
process by which the decision
to charge fees was made, and
the short-sighted nature of this
solution to campus parking
problems.”
Regardless of the choice to
charge on a scale relative to
salary earnings, the mere fact
that employees who make less
that $25,000/year will have
to pay to come to work if they
drive is disgraceful.
During the parking discussion
forum, Professor Mark Smith,
the head of the ad hoc Parking
Committee, described President
Celeste’s
rationale
behind
charging the lowest salary
earners to park at CC. He
explained that Celeste believes
the only fair way to compensate

some outlandishly overpriced
ski pass, they’ll soon swallow
some pride and get a job. This
will probably be incredibly
painful and offensive to some
graduates, but at least it’s not
the cube.
This fun, however, is fleeting;
soon they’ll have to pack up their
Outbacks and make a move.
Recently, I’ve been wondering
how my roommates will react
to this change in eras. While
they’re not the types to “ski,”
their collisions with reality
should nonetheless be quite
interesting.
Ian Hiebert: Although his
mom works for FEMA, Ian is
deathly afraid of canine fecal
matter, so he’ll probably have to
look elsewhere for work. He’s
done some great final projects
on hotdogs and James Bond, but
I can’t figure out the connection.
Ian will likely ignore reality until
he can figure out the washing
machine. Maybe someday he’ll
find an opening at the dog
pound.
Dylan Claude: Dylan will
probably work at the local skate

park in suburban Boston, both
dealing drugs to 14-year-olds
and renting out elbow pads.
Secretly, he’ll pen the next great
American novel, under the
name Dirk Norway.
Aaron Sagin: Concussion 11
will be the big one. Maybe it’ll
involve a motorcycle, maybe
some Ten High. There’s no way
of knowing, but his funeral
service will likely act as a fiveor ten-year reunion for the class
of ’06. It will be bittersweet.
Daniel Lipkin: Good friend
Renee seems to think he’ll try
his hand at male modeling,
increasingly slipping towards
homosexual workout videos. I’m
guessing he marries tragically
early, fathering a couple of kids
along the way. It’s also possible
that he becomes a live-in camp
counselor in the backwoods of
northern Minnesota, teaching
softball and archery. His old age
will be a time of reflection and
arts and crafts.
Max
Salmen:
Probably
the lone success of 315. His
political career will be sadly
swift, however, as a drunkard

for lacking financial resources
to build parking spots is to
charge everyone who parks on
campus—that seems pretty
easy to say from an expensively
monstrous and conveniently
located residence.
In his letter to the CC
community, Celeste shares his
feelings about the Cornerstone
Arts building: “I see it as a
vital element of CC’s quest for
excellence,” he says. If he sees
it as so, how can he reconcile its
(doubtfully) necessary impacts
with the Core Values listed
above? By charging people
whom CC pays the least to
come to work, it fails to “value”
them; by daftly rushing through
policy-making
procedures

without respect for the people
whom their outcomes affect,
the school completely deserts
its promise to “seek excellence.”
If the building’s construction
comes at the cost of mistreating
college employees, then it has
failed to meet Celeste’s vision
before it has ever begun.
Colorado College is not
entitled to the help of the
graceful
and
hardworking
people who make up the
support staff; their presence
is an honored privilege. If the
college wishes to continue to be
blessed by the people whom it
is fortunate enough to employ,
it had better start treating them
accordingly.
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suggestions
for how to cut
costs to keep
bachelder

possible fiction
teachers
to replace
bachelder

1.

1.
2.

Shut down the entire
Department of Residential
Life, except for RAs. The
operation could be run by
student volunteers, like the
parking committee, except that
the students would improve
the operations immensely.

2.

Talk to maintenance,
and cut back the level of
water sprayed on the lawns
to slightly less than “soggy.”
Consumption should drop by
half.

3.

Do not build a new
library. Libraries have a very
simple job: hold books. Ours
does this admirably. Granted,
the windows resemble arrow
slits on a medieval castle, but
the apocalypse appears to be
looming anyway, so we might
as well preserve Tutt in case
Focus on the Family launches a
sustained siege.

4.

Congressional earmarks.
We have students at this school
from 50 states. Somebody’s
parents have to have sway.
Do anything and everything.
We’ll clean our own hallways, if
we have to.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Why can’t we keep him?

Student petitions for more efforts to keep creative writing teacher Chris
Bachelder at CC; the same student brainstorms for solutions

Dave Eggers

Dear Dean aShley,

John Barth

Please counter U-Mass
Amherst’s offer and keep Chris
Bachelder at The Colorado
College. He is worth anything
we can offer. If we have to
move Barry Sarchett and John
Simons to a janitor’s closet,
knock out the wall between
their offices and create a super
office for Bachelder with a LaZ-Boy and an artificial fireplace,
do it. Do whatever it takes. If
he wants to work two blocks
a year, tell him he only has to
show up for one. If he wants an
eight-foot plastic baby bottle
and a football helmet filled
with cottage cheese, provide.
Bachelder will attract better
students and better writers.
He is an excellent teacher. It
is not just that he knows the
mechanics of fiction by heart—
he can explain them. What he
teaches becomes clear and so
engaging that my friends and I,
three years after I first took his
Beginning Fiction Writing class,
still refer to the colorful ways
he explained, for example, that
every character must have a
desire. It’s part of our everyday
discourse.
“I wish I could start this year
over,” I’ll say.
“People in Hell just want a
glass of water,” quotes Kelly.

Michael Chabon
Kurt Vonnegut

(he
is still alive)

Annie Proulx
Donald Barthelme
Steal DavidF

oster

Wallace from Pomona
You can see
the mountains from
our campus, too.

8.
9.

Steven King

Admit it: he knows
how to shape a story.
He would, however,
not teach here for any
price.

Salman Rushdie

He might not last long, but
if he did, we’d learn a lot, and
if he didn’t, an on-campus
assassination might teach all
of us about the brief nature of
human life. It’s a win-win.

10.

Kilgour Trout

I’ll be in something like
purgatory if Bachelder
isn’t here next year. Upon
hearing he was leaving, one
of the first flashes of thought
that penetrated my dismay
was “I’ll have to change my
major.” Chris can pick apart
the structure of a story and
explain each paragraph’s
affect on the overall story—
ten minutes with him shines
a light on your work that
transforms crude instincts
into refined moves. With
Chris teaching, Colorado
College is likely to produce
writers of merit—especially
because as people read his
new novel, he will attract
talented student writers, just
as Toni Morrison is a draw
for Princeton.
Think of the prestige he will
bring to the school. Bachelder is
going to be the next Vonnegut,
except better. He understands
the short attention spans of
modern readers. He cares
about the social implications
of his writing. He refuses to
compromise the quality of his
work: The characters will not
simplify, there will be no thesis
statement, and he will not
indulge in melodrama.
I realize that Bachelder is
mostly drawn to the idea of
teaching MFA students, rather

CATALYST/Nick Waggoner

Bachelder with daughter, Alice.
than hacks like me. He’ll teach
rarely enough that he’ll have
time to write, even if it risks
making a Masshole of his
daughter. I suggest buying
better students. Hire John Barth
and Dave Eggers, and ask them
to take some classes. Let the
audacity of this move attract
every American high schooler
who ever wanted to be a writer.

Sincerely,
chriS Benz

Block plan deadlines breed efficiency
Will Naito
Guest Writer

As graduation approaches, I’ve suddenly
caught myself reminiscing about my time spent
here. I’m not usually a sentimental person, but
I thought a brief reflection on a few of the less
traditional things that I’ve learned at CC would
be a fitting conclusion to my experience. I came
into college with all of these skills already in
my toolbox, but this school has provided an
environment where I’ve been free to hone them
to near perfection.
Just-in-time manufacturing lets companies
produce their goods with the utmost efficiency,
and this concept is easily transferred to college
life. Just-in-time management allows students
to make the most efficient use of their time,
and a student who is skilled in just-in-time
management is able to produce assignments in
the least amount of time possible. While others
spend hours upon hours over a period of weeks
toiling on a single paper, a student of just-in-time
management completes the same product in
one 20-hour stretch. This frees time that would
otherwise be squandered due to inefficient work
practices to instead be spent participating in
other activities (see: The Fine Art of Recreation,
below). Students who plan on implementing a
just-in-time management strategy are advised to
stock copious amounts of Red Bull or a similar
product in their microfridge.
One component of just-in-time management
is selective reading (yes, this is a real skill). The
successful implementation of this skill requires
that the student become intimately familiar
with the structure of journal articles and other
academic publications. The student should
take particular note of certain components:
the abstract, introduction, conclusion, and—if
necessary—the index. Selective reading allows
the student to extract concepts that are essential
for the completion of assignments without

wasting valuable time mired in ancillary text.
Creative talking is often the in-class
manifestation of just-in-time management, but
may also be the direct result of selective reading.
While just-in-time management takes careful
planning, creative talking can be implemented in
a variety of situations with little or short notice.
One unfortunate side effect of creative talking
is intellectual masturbation, in which two or
more creative talkers get caught in what is best
described as a feedback loop. Unskilled creative
talkers often become entangled in this loop,
endlessly regurgitating various creative points to
others. However, intellectual masturbation can
be avoided if the creative talker is careful.
Incorporating material from another class into
the discussion is one effective strategy for the
creative talker. The relationship of the fresh facts
to the discussion must only be tertiary, benefiting
the talker as a wide variety can be employed.
A note: this strategy works best when the new
information is from a course in another division,
making it unlikely that the creative talker will be
proved wrong.
Mastery of the skills above leaves space in the
student’s schedule for study of the fine art of
recreation. This art includes the ability to imbibe
a great deal of liquid refreshment in a short
period, as well as keen hand-eye coordination
when given a ping pong ball. Vocabulary skills
must also be developed: build a base, power
hour, Beirut tourney, pitch and rally, and pass
out. The intricacies of the art are beyond the
scope of this article, but there is a strong peer
teaching community on campus that is able to
offer its expertise.
CC has been fun, and I’m looking forward to
putting these skills to use in the real world. I’m
confident that my knowledge of Microsoft Office
and just-in-time management will impress many
potential employers, but I’m still looking for an
appropriate place on my resumé to list “master
of the fine art of recreation.”
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Graduation EvEnts
Friday 5.19

Saturday 5.20

Commencement
Graduation Dance
Rehearsal
Antlers Hilton
Meet in front of
9 p.m.–1 a.m.
Palmer Hall
1:30 p.m.–3:30 p.m.
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Monday 5.22
Immediately Following: Commencement Exercises
President’s Reception
Armstrong Quad 8:30 a.m.
for Degree Recipients & Speaker, Gretchen Cryer
Guests Cutler Quad

